
 

FORWARD/FORWARDS 

 

So far, only five instances (out of 102) of forwards, always used in the phrase "backwards and forwards" (See: Af-

MS-05, .p25; AF-TSR05, .p92; AF-TSR12, .p279; UWE-MS24, .p747; UWETSR24, .p348)  One instance of 

straightforward; 96 examples of forward, usually as an adverb, occassionally as an adjective.  There are ZERO 

exceptions and this file is going to get mondo-humongous, as I'm only in UWE (representing maybe 15-20%?). 

 

 

AF-MS-07, .p9 

He 

remembered Nina's unusual absence 

and maddened by his apprehension 

as to her safety he pushed blindly and 

violently forward, the crowd falling 

back with cries of surprise and pain 

.p10 

before his frantic advance. 

 

AF-MS-07, .p14 

--  

   Saying this Babalatchi stepped carelessly 

.p14 

forward putting his foot as 

if accidentally on the hand of the corpse 

pressing it into the soft mud. 

 

AF-MS-07, .p24 

He swayed 

and fell forward with his face on the table, his arms 

stretched straight out, extended and rigid.  

 

AF-MS-06, .p2 

From that group 

Babalatchi stepped forward to open the 

door, and Dain entered the audience chamber 

of the Rajah's residence.  

 

AF-MS-06, .p4 

-- Babalatchi 

coughed discreetly and leaning 

forward pushed over a few mats 

for Dain to sit upon, then lifting up 

his squeaky voice he assured him 

with eager volubility of everybody's delight 

at this, long looked for, return.  

 

AF-MS-04, .p5 

-- She urged her small craft 

with swift strokes of her paddle kneeling 

in the bottom, bending forward 

to catch any suspicious sound and 

steering towards the little jetty of Lingrd 

& Co which the strong light of the paraffin 

lamp shining on the whitewashed 

verandah of the Almayers bungalow 

served as a convenient guide.  

 



AF-MS-04, .p20 

And the two 

would separate, the arab cursing 

inwardly the wily dog, while Babalatchi 

went on his way, walking 

on the dusty path, his body swaying, his 

chin with its few gray hairs pushed forward, ressembling an 

inquisitive goat bent on some unlawful 

expedition.  

 

AF-MS-05, .p20 

He moved 

cautiously forward and kneeling took 

up a paddle; Nina at the stern took hers.  

 

AF-MS-05, .p25 

Fortune seemed 

to elude his grasp, and in his weary tramp 

backwards and forwards under the steady-falling 

rain from the lowering sky a sort of despairing 

indifference crept over him.  

 

AF-MS-10, .p6 

-- {op"}Stop! You shall not go -- she gasped  

   Nina pushed away her mother impatiently and 

gathered up her skirts for a quick run but Mrs 

Almayer ran forward and turned 

round facing her daughter with outstretched 

arms.  

 

AF-MS-11, .p6 

   Carried away by his excitement he 

snatched the kriss hidden in his sarong and 

with a wild yell rushed forward, struck 

at the empty air and fell on his face.  

 

AF-MS-11, .p20B 

At the appearance of Nina 

Almayer's arm fell by his side and he made 

a step forward.  

 

AF-MS-11, .p35 



.p35 

   {op"}Now" -- whispered Ali eagerly -- let us push out 

and paddle away" 

   The little canoe swung into the stream and as 

it sprung forward in response to the vigourous 

dip of the paddles they could hear an angry 

voice shouting: 

   -- {op"}He is not by the fire -- spread out men 

and search the clearing 

   Blue lights blazed out in different 

parts of the clearing and the shrill voice 

of a woman cried in accents of rage and pain: 

   -- {op"}Too late o senseless white men! He has escaped. 

End of Chap.  

 

AF-MS-12, .p36 

Abdulla made a few paces forward and found 

himself for the last time face to face with 

his old enemy.  

 

AF-TSR01, .p15 

The bush, released from the 

grasp of the bowman, sprung back with a swish 

.p15 

scattering a shower of muddy water over Almayer, as he bent forward 

trying to see.  

 

YTH-MS-1, .p16 

I had jumped 

forward to see the damage and 

hailed back {op"}I think so."{--} 

{op"}Easy a stern" said 

the gruff voice.  

 

YTH-MS-1, .p42 

As I did 

not wish to screw on the fresh- 

water pump so late I went forward whistling 

.p42A 

[Page 42A] 

and with a key in my hand to unlock 

the forepeak scuttle, intending to give 

them water out of a spare 

.p43 

[Page 43] 

tank we kept there. 

The smell down below was as unexpected as it 

was frightful.  

 

YTH-MS-1, .p53 

He motioned us forward 

.p53A 

[Blue lOA (53A)] 

with a commanding gesture and went to 

tae the wheel himself. 

And we did trim the yards of that wreck.  

 

YTH-MS-1, .p59 



It was that night at ten 

.p59 

[Blue 17 (59)] 

that a blue gleam appeared forward shining 

below the wreck of the deck.  

 

YTH-MS-1, .p59 

At last Mahon and I crawled forward 

and cut the towrope with an axe.  

 

YTH-MS-1, .p59A 

Suddenly 

a conical flame with a twisted top shot 

up forward and threw upon the blac 

.p60 

[Blue 18 (60)] 

sea a circle of light with the two vessels side by side and 

heaving 

gently in the centre.  

 

YTH-MS-1, .p62 

A gigantic 

flame rose forward straight 

and clear.  

 

AF-TSR04, .p62 

She urged her small 

craft with swift strokes of her paddle, kneeling in the bottom 

.p62 

and bending forward to catch any suspicious sound while she steered 

towards the little jetty of Lingard & Co.  

 

AF-TSR04, .p72 

And the two would separate, the Arab 

cursing inwardly the wily dog, while Babalatchi went on his way 

walking on the dusty path, his body swaying, his chin with its 

few gray hairs pushed forward, resembling an inquisitive goat 

bent on some unlawful expedition.  

 

AF-TSR05, .p88 

He 

moved cautiously forward and kneeling took up a paddle, Nina at 

the stern took hers.  

 

AF-TSR05, .p92 

Fortune seemed to elude his 

grasp; and in his weary tramp backwards and forwards under the 

.p93 

the steady rain falling from the lowering sky a sort of despairing 

indifference took possession of him.  

 

AF-TSR06, .p96 

From that group 

Babalatchi stepped forward to open the door, and Dain entered the 

audience chamber of the Rajah's residence.  

 

AF-TSR06, .p98 

   Babalatchi coughed discreetly and leaning forward pushed over a 



few mats for Dain to sit upon, then lifting up his squeaky voice 

he assured him with eager volubility of everybody's delight at 

this, long looked for, return.  

 

AF-TSR07, .p122 

He remembered Nina's unusual absence 

and maddened by his apprehensions as to her safety he 

pushed blindly and violently forward, the crowd falling back with 

cries of surprise and pain before his frantic advance.  

 

AF-TSR07, .p125 

Saying this Babalatchi stepped carelessly forward putting 

his foot as if accidentally on the hand of the corpse and pressing 

it into the soft mud.  

 

AF-TSR07, .p132 

He swayed and fell forward with his face on the table, his arms 

stretched straight out, extended and rigid.  

 

AF-TSR10, .p201 

Almayer ran forward and turned 

round facing her daughter with outstretched arms.  

 

AF-TSR11, .p225 

Carried away by his excitement he snatched the kriss 

hidden in his sarong and drawing a long breath rushed forward, struck 

at the empty air, and fell on his face.  

 

AF-TSR11, .p236 

At the appearance 

of Nina, Almayer's arm fell by his side and he made a step forward. 

Dain pushed the girl gently aside.  

 

AF-TSR11, .p248 

The little canoe swung into the stream and as it sprung 

forward in response to the vigourous dig of the paddles they 

could hear an angry shout.  

 

AF-TSR12, .p279 

Leave out space of 15 lines at least)  

.p279 

   The crowd massed in a semi circle before the steps of 

{op"}Almayer's Folly" swayed silently backwards and forwards and 

opened out before the group of white robed and turbaned men advancing 

through the grass towards the house.  

 

AF-TSR12, .p279 

Abdulla made a few paces forward and found himself 

for the last time face to face with his old enemy.  

 

AG-MS-2, .p69 

You can imagine my mother 

with her white hair done up 

in some eighteenth century mar- 

quise fashion and sparkling black eyes 

penetrating into these splendours 

attended by a sort of bald headed 

vexed squirrel and Alle{g}gre 



.p69 

coming forward to meet them like a 

severe prince, paladiu's aspect, face of a 

tombstone crusader, heavy moustache 

big white hands' muffled silken voice 

and looking down at them with 

his half-shut eyes as if from 

a balcony You remember that 

trick of his Mill's?"  

   Mills emitted an enormous cloud 

of smoke out of his distended cheeks.  

 

AG-MS-1, .p13 

Their progress if violently saltatory 

was slow and as they filed  

past my table she noticed perhaps 

my fixed gaze and throwing her 

body forward out of the wriggling 

.p14 

chain she shot out at me a  

pink slender tongue like a dart.  

 

CHNTRY11, .p31 

His 

pal, who didn't come up much higher than his elbow, stepping 

forward exhibited a pale face with a long drooping nose and no 

chin to speak of.  

 

CHNTRY11, .p33 

op"}Now then, 

forward, march .  

 

CHNTRY12, .p65 

op"}Go with you to your door," he mumbled and started 

forward to the little gate where the shadowy figure of Mrs. 

Fyne hovered, clearly on the lookout for him.  

 

CHNTRY13, .p103 

But wihle pretending 

to examine it I watched my man going forward to meet a tall 

visiotr, who said {op"}I thought youwould be disengaged so early. 

It's only a word or two" -- and after a whispered confabula- 

tion of no more than a minute, reconduct him to the door and 

.p104 

shake hands cerremoniously.  

 

CHNTRY13, .p115 

One muses on 

the chances of life lying before them, but with amore kindly 

feeling inasmuch that one knows that there will be no harm 

for anyone in the silent passions they shall inspire as they 

come and go on thier storymy but straightforward ways.  

 

CHNTRY14, .p165 

For some time 

longer she remained leaning forward, collecting her strength 

doubting if she would be able to stand.  

 



CHNTRY14, .p167 

Fyne observed) tilted forward 

over his eys.  

 

UWE-MS12, .p82 

It was 

the thought of Haldin locked 

.p82 

up in his rooms and the 

desperate desire to get rid 

of his presence which drove 

him forward.  

 

UWE-MS12, .p91 

He looked round wildly 

seized the handle 

of a broken stable fork 

and rushing forward lifted 

it and struck 

at the prostrate body with 

inarticulate cries. 

 

UWE-MS12, .p114 

He 

pulled his cap well forward over his eyes. 

   {op"}Betray. 

 

UWE-MS12, .p134 

Servants came forward. 

A young man in civil clothes 

arrived hurriedly, was 

whispered to, bowed low and 

exclaiming zealously {op"}Certainly.  

 

UWE-MS12, .p200 

I tell 

you" he cried in 

a vibrating subdued voice and 

advancing one step nearer the 

bed, {op"}That what it needs is 

not a lot of haunting 

phantoms that I could walk 

through{--}but a man!  

   Haldin threw his arms 

forward as if to 

keep him off in horror 

   {op"}I understand it all now" 

he exclaimed with a sort of awe- 

.p201 

struck dismay.  

 

UWE-MS12, .p204 

Razumov started forward 

but the sight of Haldin's 

raised hand checked him 

before he could get away from 

the table.  

 



UWE-MS12, .p205 

Razumov ran forward 

unsteadily with parted voiceless lips. 

The outer door stood open 

Staggering on 

the landing he leaned far over 

the banister.  

 

UWE-MS13, invalid format 

 

UWE-MS21, .p365  

But what  

can be this era of disembodied  

concord you are looking forward to.  

 

UWE-MS22, .p454  

He bent  

his enormous body forward  

a little and raised a hand  

like one who demonstrates and expounds.  

 

UWE-MS22, .p463  

He leaned  

forward, motionless; his powerful voice  

came from the very bottom  

of his chest, almost from his  

stomach, no longer  

unctuous, but with a note of  

feeling in its deep resonnance  

a something indescriptible in  

the tone bringing 

consternation to the breast  

.p464  

of the average civilised man.  

 

UWE-MS23, .p499  

   {op"}Do you know who he is?  

   Miss Haldin, coming  

forward, put this question to  

me in English.  

 

UWE-MS23, .p570  

I looked forward to  

the time{--}Oh! with such hope and  

impatience.  

 

UWE-MS24, .p649  

I suppose you  

understand me? I mean{--}people who  

have no where to go  

out of their black misery and  

nothing to look forward to.  

 

UWE-MS24, .p683  

The object of my digression from  

the straight course of Miss  

Haldin's relation (in  

my own words) of her visit to  



.p683  

the Chateau Borel was to  

bring forward that statement  

that opinion upon Mme de S{---} 

of my friend the professor's  

wife.  

 

UWE-MS24, .p683  

I wanted to bring  

it forward simply to make  

what I have to say presently  

of Mr Razumov a little more  

credible{--}for this is a Russian  

story for western ears which as I  

have observed already are  

not attuned to certain tones  

of cynicism and cruelty of  

moral negation{--}and even  

of moral distress{--}already  

silenced at our end of Europe.  

 

UWE-MS24, .p747  

Afterwards he glanced backwards  

and forwards at us both,  

while the faint commencement of a forced smile  

followed by the suspicion of a  

slight frown vanished one after  

another: I detected  

them, though neither could  

have been noticed by a  

person less intensely bent  

.p748  

upon divining him, than  

myself.  

 

UWE-MS25, .p759  

Her  

.p759  

walk was not that hybrid  

and uncertain gliding some  

women affect but a frank  

strong healthy movement  

forward.  

 

UWE-MS31, .p813 

Suddenly he ran 

forward and boarded one 

.p814 

which after overtaking him 

had pulled up at 

a stopping place.  

 

UWE-MS32, invalid format 

 

UWE-MS34, .p1038 

The first, 

great white hairless face, double chin, 

prominent 



stomach, which he seemed 

to carry forward consciously 

within a strongly distended overcoat, only 

nodded and 

averted his eyes peevishly; his 

companion lean, broad flushed cheek- 

bones a military red 

moustache below a sharp 

salient nose approached at 

once Sophia Semenovna 

greeting her warmly.  

 

UWE-MS34, .p1047 

Razumov whose 

hilarity had died out 

all at once made a step 

forward. 

 

UWE-MS34, .p1085 

There was 

no way of bringing it forward. 

He regretted not having composed 

a perfect story for use abroad 

in which his fatal connection 

with the house might have been 

owned up to.  

 

UWE-MS34, .p1100 

He sighed, folded his arms, 

his chin dropped on his 

breast{--}and it was a 

long time before he started 

forward, from that pose with the idea 

that he had made up his mind to do something 

that day.  

 

UWE-MS41, .p1138  

Establish  

a false complicity and destroy  

what chance I have for nothing{--}what folly!"  

he exclaimed mentally beginning  

to move forward with slow  

irresolute footsteps.  

 

UWE-MS41, .p1156  

That  

envelope contained another  

superscribed in Prince K{---}'s hand  

with the request {op"}Please forward  

under cover at once" in a corner.  

 

UWE-MS42, .p1223  

But on the  

sofa, near Sofia Semenovna,  

a man with a goatee beard  

leaned forward with his hands  

.p1224  

on his knees staring frankly; and  



in a remote corner a bulky shape  

and a broad pale face could be made  

out, uncouth and as if  

insecure on the seat on which it  

rested.  

 

UWE-MS43, .p1252  

It was a  

comparatively big room and in contrast with  

strongly lighted anteroom its length  

.p1252  

was lost in semi transparent gloom backed  

by heavy shadows; and on that  

ground I saw the fine  

motionless profile of Mrs Haldin's bloodless  

face inclined slightly forward  

with a pale hand resting on  

the arm of the chair.  

 

UWE-MS43, .p1255  

He sat there scribbling  

by the light of a solitary candle till  

it occurred to him that having  

heard the explanation of Haldin's arrest  

as put forward by Sophia Antonovna  

it behoved him to tell these  

ladies himself; because as they were  

certain to hear the tale through  

some other channel his abstention  

.p1256  

would look strange not only to the  

Mother and sister of Haldin but to  

other people also.  

 

UWE-MS43, .p1278  

The period of  

reserve was over; he was coming  

forward in his own way.  

 

UWE-MS43, .p1300  

   {---}{op"}There is no more to tell? He made  

a movement forward and she actually  

put her hand on his shoulder to  

push him away but her strength  

failed her and he kept his  

ground though trembling in every  

limb.  

 

UWE-MS43, .p1300  

I ran  

forward snatching up the chair  

and was in time to catch hold of Miss  

Haldin and lower her down.  

 

UWETSR12, .p41 

It was the thought of Haldin locked up in his rooms and the desperate 

.p41 

desire to get rid of his presence which drove him forward.  



 

UWETSR12, .p44  

He looked round wildly, seized the handle of a broken stable fork 

and rushing forward struck at the prostrate body with inarticulate 

cries.  

 

UWETSR12, .p56 

He pulled his cap well 

forward over his eyes.  

 

UWETSR12, .p65 

Servants came forward.  

 

UWETSR12, .p96 

   Haldin threw his arms forward as if to keep him off in 

horror.  

 

UWETSR12, .p98  

Razumov started forward but the sight of Haldin's raised 

hand checked him before he could get away from the table. 

 

UWETSR12, .p98  

Razumov ran forward unsteadily, with parted, voiceless 

lips.  

 

UWETSR13, .p109  

Looking forward was happiness{--}that's 

all{--}nothing more.  

 

UWETSR13, .p109  

To look forward to the gratification of 

some desire, to the gratification of some passion, love, 

ambition, hate{--}hate too indubitably.  

 

UWETSR13, .p109  

Absence of fear{--} 

looking forward.  

 

UWETSR13, .p111 

No doubt he was looking forward to the 

consummation of his martyrdom.  

 

UWETSR13, .p112  

What sort of future could he look forward to?  

 

UWETSR13, .p136 

Razumov stepped forward menacingly; the vision vanished{--}and 

turning short on his heel he walked out of his room with infinite 

disdain. 

 

UWETSR13, .p145 

Yet he is certain that he never lost the 

consciousness of himself on the sofa, leaning forward with his 

hands between his knees and turning his cap round and round in his 

fingers.  

 

UWETSR13, .p151  

Four secret 



interrogatories{--}and even during the last, when your 

personality was put forward . . .  

 

UWETSR13, .p151  

Four secret 

interrogatories{--}and even during the last, when your 

personality was put forward . .   

 

UWETSR13, .p151  

   {op"}My personality put forward" repeated Razumov, raising his 

head brusquely.  

 

UWETSR13, .p157 

Councillor Mikulin's arms 

were stretched out on the table before him and his body leaned 

forward a little with an effort of his dim gaze.  

 

UWETSR21, .p180  

But what can  

be this era of disembodied concord you are looking forward to.  

 

UWETSR23, .p235  

op"}Do you know who he is?"  

   Miss Haldin, coming forward, put this question to me in  

English.  

 

UWETSR23, .p265  

I looked forward  

to the time.  

 

UWETSR24, .p301  

I suppose you  

understand what I mean? I mean the people who have nowhere to go and  

nothing to look forward to in this life.  

 

UWETSR24, .p301  

Do you understand how  

frightful that is{--}nothing to look forward to! Sometimes I think  

that it is only in Russia that there are such people and such a  

depth of misery can be reached.  

 

UWETSR24, .p321  

The object of my  

digression from the straight course of Miss Haldin's relation  

(in my own words) of her visit to the Chateau Borel was to  

bring forward that statement of  

my friend the professor's wife.  

 

UWETSR24, .p321  

I wanted to bring it forward  

simply to make what I have to say presently of Mr.  

 

UWETSR24, .p348  

After- 

wards he glanced backwards and forwards at us both, while the  

faint commencement of a forced smile followed by the suspicion  

.p349  

of a frown vanished one after another: I detected them,  



though neither could have been noticed by a person less intensely  

bent upon divining him, than myself.  

 

UWETSR25, .p353  

Her walk was not that hybrid and uncertain  

gliding some women affect but a frank strong healthy movement  

forward.  

 

 


